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My name is yosdanis cancañon I am an artist tattoo,I’m from Cuba. I BEGAN TO STUDY 
PAINTING FROM VERY YOUNG. THEN GRADUATE OF PROFESSIONAL ARTIST OF PLASTIC 
ARTS.I TAKE FIVE Years OF EXPERIENCE IN THE WORLD OF THE TATTOO THAT WHICH HAS 
MADE ME TO GROW AS ARTIST AND TO WORK IN THE MOST VALUABLE CANVAS THAT IS THE 
SKIN WITH RESPECT AND PASSION

ONE YEAR AGO it HAPPENED TO ME SOMETHING SURPRISING THAT WENT to TATTOO A 
COUPLE THAT they HAD 76 Years old,I PUT ON A LITTLE NERVOUS BECAUSE THEIR SKIN WAS 
DELICATE FOR THE YEARS BUT AT THE SAME TIME IT WAS MOVED TO MAKE IT AND IT WAS A 
HONOR FOR ME TO SEE THEM TATTOOED

Preview

D.C. Damen

Natasha JobbinsJohn Kerns
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My name is Abby Elizabeth 
Miller. I’m 25 years old, I was 
born and raised in Kentucky. 
I have an associates degree 
in nursing. I grew up in the 
country, and I absolutely love 
the outdoors. Bowfi shing 
and dirt car racing are my 
two favorite things in the 
world. January 2020 I met 
my best friends in the world, 
together we make the Frisky 
Fairies! I never thought the 
modeling world would want 
a ole country girl like me, but 
here I am! I have a private 
blogging platform, that is 
still under development, and 
until all the features are put 
into it, is only used by me. 
It gives users the ability to 
have a blog and people to 
have the option to watch the 
public or private side of it. 
The name of the application, 
is Frisky Business. 
I appreciate all of my fans! 
Y’all make my world so much 
brighter with your kind and 
encouraging words! Much 
Love!!
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Nicole
Gravitt

Heyyyy all! I’m Amy, I’m 
28 and from the UK. I’m an 
martial artist who trains in 
Muay Thai, Brazilian jiu-jitsu 
and MMA. I’ve super new to 
modelling but absolutely 
love it! I’ve found my 
passion and turns out I’m 
not that bad at it either � 
My tattoo journey really 
started about 4 years ago, 
beginning with my right leg 
sleeve, which is still a work 
in progress. I love being 
alternative and not what 
people expect, after all ‘the 
same’ is boringgggg! I’m 
super bubbly and confi dent, 
nothing stops me from 
achieving my goals! I love to 
promote body confi dence 
and positivity because 
let’s face it, the world isn’t 
always the nicest place to 
live.
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Nicole
Gravitt

Hi my name is Nicole aka 
Nikki Lee. I am a hairstylist 
and a mom to a beautiful 4 
year old daughter. I love edgy 
pin up punk photography 
and expanding my modeling 
skills. I love pushing myself 
to do outside the box photo 
shoots. In my free time i love 
nature, going camping and 
live music.
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D.C. Damen is a 30 year old tattoo artist originally 
from Metro Detroit in Michigan and is currently living 
and working in Pensacola, Florida. He has been in the 
industry for 4 years. And is part owner at Nordic empire 
tattoo art gallery 

Art has been a huge part of D.C.’s life since he was 
young. In school he was always drawing, taking art 
classes, or carving images into his desk at school. He 
even ran around spray painting buildings and trains, 
“so even when I was getting into trouble, art was still a 
big part of what I loved and what I was doing.”

When D.C. was 15 he ended up building his own tattoo 
machine from a remote control car and some other 
materials after his mother told D.C. he wasn’t allowed 
to get tattoos and everything just grew from there for 
him.

Throughout D.C.’s younger years he spent a lot of time 
getting into trouble, “I spent a lot of time running the 
streets, trying to be cool and just doing a lot of things 
I shouldn’t have been doing. I got locked up a lot for 
making bad decisions.”

After getting into a really bad situation and almost 
dying in the process, D.C. realized he needed to turn his 
life around and change the way he was doing things, so 
he pushed on to reach is dreams of tattooing, “I hit a 
lot of road blocks with people not wanting to give me a 
chance or share their techniques and knowledge with 
me.”

But that did not stop D.C.; he kept pushing, knocking on 
doors, talking to people, and just picking up any scraps 
of help he could and put it all together. He was doing 
this to provide a life for himself and his kids, “that was 
a huge motivation for me.” He grew and learned from 
every life lesson. People told him that he would never 
make it as an artist and it drove him to want to prove 
them all wrong.

D.C. looks up to his grandfather as his role model. His 
grandfather had built an amazing life after growing up 
with nothing. It taught D.C. to fi gure out what he loves 
and fi nd a way to turn it into a career and D.C. also 
looks up to his uncle who supported him throughout 
D.C.’s life.

When D.C. is not tattooing his other hobbies include 
the ocean, fi shing, four wheeling, and being outdoors.

D.C. has been to a few tattoo conventions and he made 
it in a news clip for the Inkin the Coast convention. 
He also worked at Boneface Ink Tattoo Studio and the 
owner, Boneface, was on the TV show Ink Master.

“For a lot of people tattoos aren’t just about having a 
pretty picture on them. It’s a story, a way of coping with 
a loss, an experience they’ve had. Art helps express 
who they are as a person or gives them a sense of relief 

from their problems. Tattooing isn’t just art, it’s about 
the experience...knowing I can give them that sense of 
relief, closure, pride, or excitement they’re looking for 
is amazing.”

Be sure to follow D.C.’s Instagram @tattoosbydamenjo 
for new and upcoming business ventures and tattoos. 
He will also be announcing conventions and other travel 
dates there.

Natasha
Jobbins
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Did ten years in state prison 
day for day
Got locked up while I was in 
high school
Self taught artist
Had a tough time breaking 
through the tattoo industry
Form Dallas Texas
8 years tattoo experience
Plan on opening my own 
shop someday
Won fi rst and third place 
awards at ink masters tattoo 
convention

Lester Clark
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Hi my name is Lester 
Clark I go by Legend 
I’m a tattoo artist 
I’ve been tattooing 
for a good 15 years
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Hello! I am a Spanish tattoo artist 
and I have been working on this 
tattoo world since April 2016, also 
have always been good at drawing, 
painting and even sculpture. In my 
free time, I love to paint, sculpture, 
do Muay Thai, play sports with my 
dogs or go to the forest.

I have been military since I was 
19 until I was 26. I worked in the 
wineyard (don’t know the exact 
name of the proff esion in english) 
and as a docker. Started tattooing 

after losing everything I had, during 
the economical crisis of 2008 (work, 
home, etc.). I really want to keep 
improving, because I found my goal 
in life.

I currently live in Valencia, the east 
coast of Spain, with my three pit 
bulls. I use to go to do guestspots 
all around Europe and UK.

I want to keep working hard as I am 
doing and improve my skills to the 
limits.

I specialize in black and grey 
realism, but also like colour. Can do 
other styles, but I prefer realistic, 
because it’s my natural way of 
drawing and thinking.
I use to make a lot of cover ups. 
I think about my style as realistic 
with a lot of details and well 
contrasting, with saturated blocks 
of pure black and also white, 
focusing on making tattoos that 
lasts long time.
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Desiree
Colditz

25 year old nurse from New 
Jersey. I am apart of the 
LGBTQ+ community. I have 
2 baby boys! A two year 
old and a 9 month old. I’ve 
been a nurse for 4 years. My 
goal is to go back to school 
to further my education in 
nursing. Hopefully work in 
psych nursing in the future!

Jose
Piñeiro
Corvo
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I am a model and performer from 
Staff ordshire U.K. 

I have modelled now for quite a 
few years but took a break to have 
my kids, I’m now a mum of two 
and recently started working as a 
model again. I do a lot of fetish and 
alternative style modelling, usually 
based around horror or using my 
performance skills. 

I perform with a group called 
Inferno based in north wales and 
Staff ordshire, I’m multi skilled so I 
do fi re eating, fi re breathing, bed of 
nails, human blockhead, gorelesque 
and  human target knife throwing, 
I don’t throw the knives though 
I’m just the target, my fi ancé is an 

amazingly skilled knife performer, 
he can pop balloons out of my hands 
and mouth with knives and axes. 

I tried to knife throw once and I have 
no aim or sense of direction so I just 
leave my man to it and stand infront 
of them instead. 

My tattoos are usually pretty dark in 
theme, lots skulls, demonic imagery, 
surrealism but with a feminine edge. 

I have an occult sleeve which is 
almost fi nished now, astrology 
symbols on my forehead, demonic 
catacomb theme leg sleeve in the 
making and lots of symbolic hand 
and head/face tattoos. 

I go to incredible ink in Milton stoke 
on Trent for all my tattoos, Scott 
James Campbell is the mastermind 
behind my occult tattoos and face 
tattoo. Leah Adams who also works 
at incredible ink has done my fi nger 
tattoos and the astrology symbols on 
my forehead.

I have so many plans for more tattoos 
at incredible ink and can’t to start 
more big projects.  

Scott, Leah and studio owner Kev are 
an awesome award winning team 
and I’m super proud to have a studio 
so close to home that produce such 
quality of work.
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Ruby Derriere Bio: 8 years stage experience and 
headliner. UK, Bristol based, made it through to Miss 
Pinup UK 2014 and Alternative Model of the Year 2016 
fi nals. Equity insured, costumier, MUA, cosplayer, multi-
skilled performer and beginners dance instructor. 
Neo/ Classic Burlesque: Acro/ Pole/ Cirq/ Nerdlesque 
(fans, isis wings, feather boa, chair), Pole, Aerial, 
Silks, LED, Stilt Walker, Podium Dancer, Freestyle, Fire 
Eater/ Breather/ Spinning/ Body Burning/ Gora Fans/ 
Double O Wands, Walk-About, Promo & Ring Girl and 
international alternative model. Globally published 

cover girl, sponsored and agency represented.

I perform at various annual tattoo conventions across 
the UK. 

Ali Jenkins based in Redruth Cornwall, owner of 
Inkidge Studio is hands down my favourite tattoo artist 
who completed 3/4 of my sleeve and thigh tattoo, can't 
wait to book in more time! Go see him! 

Photos Credits: Mike J Photography 
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Jennifer
Christiansen

I am a graduate of the Excel 
school for Models and Talent 
Academy in Little Rock Arkansas. 
I have modeled for David’s 
Bridal fashion show several 
times in Olive Branch Mississippi 
and for JC Penny’s once and 
Old Navy twice. And have do e 
several photoshoots for many 
photographers.


